EC Mobile LLC

Online and Mobile Privacy Policy
Effective Date: January 01, 2021
This Privacy Policy describes how EC-Mobile LLC ("EC-Mobile," “Company,” "we," or "us") may collect
information about you through your interactions with us on our websites and mobile applications
(collectively, the "Services"). By using the Services, you agree to the terms of this Privacy Policy. If you
have any questions or concerns about this Privacy Policy, or about the way your information is collected
and used, please call us at 860-790-3517.
We do not collect patient information through the Services. You are strictly prohibited from collecting,
storing, posting, uploading, disclosing, distributing, transmitting, or otherwise providing identifiable
patient health information in connection with your use of the Services. If you have questions about
which policy applies to information you have provided, please do not hesitate to contact@ecmobile.llc,
or call us at 860-790-3517.
We may change this Privacy Policy. The "Effective Date" legend at the top of this page indicates when
this Privacy Policy was last revised. Any changes will become effective when we post the revised Privacy
Policy on the Services. Your use of the Services following these changes means that you accept the
revised Privacy Policy.

Who May Use the Services
We do not knowingly collect personal information online from any person we know to be under the age
of 13 and instruct users under 13 not to send us any information to or through the online Services.
The online Services are designed for users from, and are controlled and operated by us from, the United
States. By using the Services, you consent to the transfer of your information to the United States or
storage of your information in the United States, which may have different data protection rules than
those of your country.

The Personal Information We Collect
We want you to understand how personal information you provide to us is collected and used. Personal
information is any information that we can use to identify, locate, or contact you. We may collect and
store your personal information when you provide it to us or to our service providers. Some examples of
personal information we collect and when we collect it include:
●
●
●
●
●
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when you register for accounts on our website or mobile applications;
when you participate in surveys or questionnaires that we offer or administer;
when you enroll in or participate in one of our programs or otherwise request our services;
when you indicate that you are interested in receiving information about our products or
services, such as e-mail alerts, newsletters, and other notifications;
transaction information about how you interact with us such as purchase history, when you
make inquiries about our products or services, request an e-receipt, place an order, arrange
for technical support, or have your order delivered to your home;
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●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

your interactions with our websites or mobile sites, mobile applications, Wi-Fi, and other
online services;
how you use our sites and mobile applications, search terms, pages you visit on our mobile
applications, computer and mobile device information and push notification services you
request;
when you download our mobile applications, we will store billing and shipping information
as a convenience to you for future purchases, and we will store information about your
orders for order tracking and status retrieval purposes;
when you purchase an item from us, we will collect your financial information, such as your
credit or debit card information, to process the payment;
precise location information if you provide it to us or authorize us to collect it or if you
utilize our services to track patient transfer information (e.g., estimate time of arrival,
distance between transfer and receiving facilities, real-time location tracking information,
and the like);
general location information from your browser or device, which we use for internal
purposes only;
your social media account information if you share it with us (e.g., Facebook ID);
when you choose to transfer information from another service provider to EC-Mobile, we
receive information from that service provider.

If you choose not to provide your personal information to us, we may not be able to provide you with
requested products, services, or information.
If you submit any personal information relating to other people in connection with the Services, you
represent that you have the authority to do so as well as the authority to permit us to use the
information in accordance with this Privacy Policy.
We may combine the information collected from you through the Services with information we receive
from and about you from other online and offline sources and use the combined information in
accordance with this Privacy Policy. Our goal is to offer you content, information, products, and services
that are most likely to appeal to you.

Use and Disclosure of Personal Information
We use your personal information to respond to your requests, such as to fulfill your order, submit a
survey or questionnaire, coordinate communications between accounts you have selected, contact you
with information about your order, send you email alerts, send you newsletters, and to provide you with
related customer service. We may also use your information to send marketing communications and
administrative information to you, including push notifications in our apps. Manage subscription
services, including order management, billing, improving reorder experiences, communicate with you
about your account, and offer other products and services that may be of interest to you. We may also
use your photos, if any, in communications we send to you, customized product recommendations, and
other marketing.
We may use your personal information to personalize your experience and interactions with us, including
by presenting products and offers tailored to you, and for our business purposes, such as data analysis,
audits, fraud monitoring and prevention, developing our Services and new products and services,
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determining the effectiveness of our promotional campaigns, and operating and expanding our business
activities.
In the event that EC-Mobile or some or all of our business, assets or stock are sold or transferred
(including in connection with any bankruptcy or similar proceedings) or used as security, or to the extent
we engage in business negotiations with third parties, personal information may be transferred to or
shared with third parties as part of any such transaction or negotiation.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, we may provide personal information to our affiliates or
affiliated businesses or to our business partners, who may use it to send you marketing and other
communications.
We may disclose personal information to our service providers, who provide services such as website
hosting, data analysis, payment processing, order fulfilment, information technology and related
infrastructure provision, customer service, email delivery, auditing, and other services.
If we are requested by law enforcement officials or judicial authorities to provide personal information,
we may do so. In matters involving claims of personal or public safety or in litigation where the
information is pertinent (including to allow us to pursue available remedies or limit the damages that we
may sustain), we may use or disclose personal information, including without court process. We may
also use or disclose personal information to enforce our terms and conditions, to protect our operations
or those of any of our affiliates, or to protect our rights, privacy, safety, or property and/or that of our
affiliates, you, or others.
We may use and disclose personal information to investigate security breaches or otherwise cooperate
with authorities pursuant to a legal matter.
We may use and disclose information that does not personally identify you (including the information
described under "Cookies and Other Technologies," below) for any purpose, except to the extent limited
by applicable law. If we are required to treat such information as personal information under applicable
law, then we may use it for all the purposes for which we use and disclose personal information.
We may combine information that does not personally identify you with personal information. If we do,
we will treat the combined information as personal information as long as it is combined.

Social Media
We may use and disclose your personal information to facilitate social media sharing functionality that
you initiate. If you choose to connect your social media account (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest) with
your Services account or otherwise engage in social sharing on the Services, your personal information
may be shared with your friends, contacts or others associated with your social media account, with
other Services users, and with your social media account provider. By connecting your Services account
and your social media account or contacting us via social media, you authorize us to share information
with your social media account provider, and you understand that the use of the information we share
will be governed by the social media site's privacy policy.
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For example, if you utilize a social media feature such as the Facebook "Like" button, Google Plus,
Pinterest or a Twitter widget, these features may collect information about your IP address and which
page you're visiting on our site, and they may set a cookie or employ other tracking technologies. Social
media features and widgets are either hosted by a third party or hosted directly on our site. Your
interactions with those features are governed by the privacy policies of the companies that provide
them.
We may display targeted ads to you through social media platforms. These ads are sent to groups of
people who share traits, such as where they live or have expressed an interest in shopping for similar
services we offer on our mobile site. We do not share any of your personally identifiable information,
including your shopping history or health information, with social media platforms. See the policies of
each social media platform for additional information about these types of ads, including how to manage
your display settings for these ads.

Links
The Services may contain links to, or otherwise make available, third-party websites, services, or other
resources not operated by us or on our behalf ("Third Party Services"). These links are provided as a
convenience only and do not constitute an affiliation with, endorsement or sponsorship of the Third
Party Services. In particular, you acknowledge that information sharing relating to health care practices
and principles, including, but not limited to, institution-specific policies, protocols, procedures,
guidelines, training manuals, news alerts and updates, comments, description of facility or provider
capabilities and services, facility credentials, certification(s) and rating(s) are provided in connection with
the Services are provided by, respectively, health care providers or Health care facilities/institutions, and
not by EC-Mobile. Any information you provide to such third parties is not subject to the terms of this
Privacy Policy, and we are not responsible for the privacy or security of the information you provide to
them or their handling of your information. We recommend that you review the privacy policy of any
third party to whom you provide personal information online.
In addition, we are not responsible for the information collection, use, disclosure, or security policies and
practices of other organizations, any Health care providers or health care facilities, or any other app
developer, app provider, operating system provider, wireless service provider, or device manufacturer.

Information from Other Sources
We may collect data about you from publicly available sources to personalize your experience. We may
also obtain data provided by third parties. For example, we may obtain information from companies to
improve the accuracy of the information we have about you (e.g., adding your zip code to your address
information). This improves our ability to contact you and increases the relevance of our offers and
communications to you.

Security
We seek to use reasonable physical, technical, and administrative safeguards to protect personal
information within our organization. Unfortunately, no data transmission or storage system can be
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guaranteed to be 100% secure. If you have reason to believe that your interaction with us is no longer
secure (for example, if you feel that the security of your account with us has been compromised), please
immediately contact us in accordance with the "Contact Information" section below.
You are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your Services access information and password
and for restricting access to your device, and you agree to accept responsibility for all activities that
occur under your password.

Telephone, Text and Fax Policy
By providing your residential, office, or wireless phone and/or fax number(s) to EC-Mobile, you expressly
consent and authorize EC-Mobile and its affiliates and subsidiaries to share said number(s) with other
authorized users to enable communication between health care providers and between health care
facilities.
You further expressly consent to receive marketing and non-marketing autodialed and/or prerecorded
calls, text messages and faxes (including fax advertisements) from or on behalf of EC-Mobile at the
number(s) provided. Your consent to receive calls or texts on your wireless device for marketing is not a
condition of any purchase. Consent to receive marketing materials may be revoked at any time by
contacting contact@ecmobile.llc or by calling 860-790-3517. Your wireless carrier's standard message
and data rates may apply.

Text Messaging Terms and Conditions
EC-Mobile LLC or one or more of its affiliates or subsidiaries offer access to service messages via
recurring SMS (Short Message Service) and MMS (Multimedia Message Service) text alerts. Enrollment
in text alerts requires a user to provide his or her own mobile phone number with an area code within
the 50 United States or the District of Columbia. By enrolling to receive EC-Mobile text alerts, you agree
to these terms and conditions, which become effective upon your enrollment. You may be asked to
verify your mobile phone number before the service will start. This requires responding to a text alert
sent to your mobile phone confirming your enrollment in this Service.
You acknowledge that text alerts will be sent to the mobile phone number you provide to EC-Mobile.
Such alerts may include limited information about surveys, and whoever has access to the mobile phone
or carrier account will also be able to see this information. Once you enroll, the frequency of text alerts
we send to you will vary. You will typically receive text alerts in accordance with the frequency of use of
the Service. EC-Mobile does not impose a separate charge for text alerts; however, your mobile carrier's
message and data rates may apply depending on the terms and conditions of your mobile phone
contract. You are solely responsible for all message and data charges that you incur.
Please contact your mobile service provider about such charges. The following carriers are supported:
AT&T, Sprint, Boost, Verizon Wireless, U.S. Cellular®, T-Mobile®, Alltel, Virgin Mobile USA, Cellular South,
Unicel, Centennial and nTelos.
You may opt out of EC-Mobile marketing text alerts at any time. To stop receiving marketing text alerts,
reply to the alert and text STOP. Texting STOP will opt you out of any and all future EC-Mobile marketing
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text messages necessary. After you submit a request to unsubscribe, you will receive one final text alert
from EC-Mobile confirming that you will no longer receive marketing text alerts. No additional
marketing text alerts will be sent unless you re-activate your enrollment. For questions about marketing
text alerts, text the word “Help” or contact EC-Mobile at Contact@ecmobile.llc or 860-790-3517. You
also can change your text alert preferences on your mobile device by turning off Notifications in your
device settings. However, turning off all Notifications including marketing text alerts may impair the
proper functionality of the Service.
While the EC-Mobile text alerts (except marketing text alerts) are an essential functionality and feature
of the Service and offered on an "as is" basis, said text alerts (including marketing alerts): (1) may not be
available in all areas at all times; and (2) may not continue to work in the event of product, software,
coverage or other service changes made by your wireless carrier. EC-Mobile may change or discontinue
any of its text alert programs without notice or liability to you. EC-Mobile and its affiliates and
subsidiaries and each of their respective officers, directors and employees are not responsible and shall
not be liable for any losses or injuries of any kind resulting, directly or indirectly, from any EC-Mobile text
alert program or from technical failures or delays of any kind. EC-Mobile reserves the right to cease
delivery of text alerts to any person at any time in its sole discretion.

Cookies and Other Technologies
Like many other websites and online services, we collect information about Services traffic and usage
patterns through the use of cookies, Web server logs, and other, similar technologies. We use this
information for various purposes, such as to ensure that the Services function properly, to facilitate
navigation, to personalize your experience, to understand use of the Services, to diagnose problems, to
measure the success of our marketing campaigns, and to otherwise administer the Services.
Cookies are small computer files we transfer to your computer's hard drive. These small text files help us
personalize content on our pages and provide programs like news alerts or updates or other push
notifications. Your browser software can be set to reject or accept cookies. Instructions for resetting the
browser are available in the Help section of most browsers.
Our use of cookies also allows us to collect and retain certain information about a website user, such as
the type of Web browser used by our customer. Reviewing our Web server logs and our customers' use
of our site helps us to, among other purposes, statistically monitor how many people are using our site
and for what purpose.
Your IP address is a number that is automatically assigned to the computer that you are using by your
Internet Service Provider. An IP address may be identified and logged automatically in our server log
files whenever a user accesses the Services, along with the time of the visit and the page(s) that were
visited. Collecting IP addresses is standard practice and is done automatically by many websites,
applications and other services. We use IP addresses for purposes such as calculating usage levels of the
Services, helping diagnose server problems, and administering the Services.
We may use Adobe Flash Local Stored Objects ("LSOs") and other technologies to, among other things,
collect and store information about your use of the Services. If you do not want Flash LSOs stored on
your computer, you can adjust the settings of your Flash player to block Flash LSO storage using the tools
contained in the Website Storage Settings Panel. You can also control Flash LSOs by going to the Global
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Storage Settings Panel and following the instructions (which may include instructions that explain, for
example, how to delete existing Flash LSOs (referred to "information" on the Macromedia site), how to
prevent Flash LSOs from being placed on your computer without your being asked, and (for Flash Player
8 and later) how to block Flash LSOs that are not being delivered by the operator of the page you are on
at the time). Please note that setting the Flash Player to restrict or limit acceptance of Flash LSOs may
reduce or impede the functionality of some Flash applications.

Tracking/Third-Party Advertisers
We may use third-party advertising companies to display advertisements regarding goods and services
that may be of interest to you when you access and use the Services, based on information relating to
your access to and use of the Services and other online services. To do so, these companies may place or
recognize a unique cookie on your browser (including through the use of pixel tags). If you would like
more information about this practice and to learn about your choices in connection with it, please visit
http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp and http://www.aboutads.info/.
We do not respond to browser do-not-track signals.
We may use analytics providers that use cookies, pixel tags and other, similar technologies to collect
information about your use of the Services and your use of other websites or online services.

Physical Location
We and our service providers may collect the physical location of your device by, for example, using
satellite, cell phone tower, WiFi signals, beacons, Bluetooth, and near field communication protocols,
when you are in or near an EC-Mobile site or otherwise utilizing EC-Mobile location-based services. We
may use your device's physical location to provide you with personalized location-based services and
content, including for marketing purposes. We may also use such information to understand traffic
patterns in, near, and across our radius of operation. We may share aggregated statistics derived from
the location and other information we collect with service providers and other third parties. This
information will be used as set forth in our Privacy Policy, including, but not limited to, personalize your
service, track your location, distances, estimate-time-of arrival (ETA) in real-time, identify the departure
and arrival sites, calculate the estimate sites and commute time, and report said information. You may
be permitted to allow or deny such collection of your device's location, such as through the settings on
your mobile device and/or, to avoid the collection of location by beacons, by disabling Bluetooth. If you
choose to deny such collection, we and our service providers may not be able to provide you with certain
services and content.
For example, precise geo-location can be used to identify your device's latitude and longitude or your
device's location capabilities (e.g., GPS or Wi-Fi) to help you find real-time tracking data. Or, on-site
location through the use of your phone's blue tooth signal, LED light chip technologies or other
technologies will permit EC-Mobile to provide additional services to you.

Fraudulent Sites, Spam & Phishing
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Please be aware that there may be fraudulent websites that illegally use EC-Mobile logos, and other
aspects of the EC-Mobile brand. EC-Mobile is in no way associated with any fraudulent websites. These
sites may circulate their presence on the internet via spam email, or through fraudulent phishing
practices.
These sites have not been authorized by EC-Mobile to use our name and we work aggressively to identify
their source and have them shut down. If you are in receipt of this type of spam email, to help protect
your privacy you should avoid replying to it or forwarding it to other people.
In addition to our official websites, EC-Mobile works with a number of third parties that host websites
and micro-sites that provide information and services to our customers. If you are concerned that a
website or an email may be fraudulent, please contact us by phone at 860-790-3517 or with your
concerns.

Your Choices and Access
You can take yourself off our email list for promotional offers at any time by updating your Email
Communications Settings in your Account under the “My Profile” section of the website or mobile
application, or by following the instructions in those emails. If you opt out of receiving promotional
emails from us, we may still send you important administrative messages, from which you cannot opt
out.
You may stop the receipt of push notifications through your mobile device settings. However, if you
disable push notification, EC-Mobile will be unable to provide all the functionalities of its services.
You can request the removal or modification of the personal information you have provided to us by
sending an email to contact@ecmobile.llc. For your protection, we may only implement requests with
respect to the personal information associated with the particular email address that you use to send us
your request, and we may need to verify your identity and obtain information on the context in which
you provided your personal information before implementing your request. We will try to accommodate
your request as soon as reasonably practicable.
You can stop all further collection of information by the Company’s mobile application by uninstalling the
Company’s mobile application. You may use the standard uninstall process available as part of your
mobile device or via the mobile application marketplace or network. Uninstalling the Company’s mobile
application will terminate your Account.
Note: If you uninstall the mobile application from your device, the EC-Mobile unique identifier
associated with your install and/or device might continue to be stored. If you re-install the application
on the same device, EC-Mobile might be able to re-associate this identifier to your previous transactions
and activities.
Please note that we may need to retain certain information for recordkeeping purposes and/or to
complete any transactions that you began prior to requesting such change or deletion. There may also
be residual information that will remain within our databases and other records, which will not be
removed.
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Your Responsibility
By establishing an EC-Mobile account, you agree that it is your responsibility to:
●
●

Authorize, monitor, and control access to and use of your account, User ID and password.
Promptly inform us of any need to deactivate a password or an account by calling
EC-Mobile at 860-790-3517.

Your California Privacy Rights
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
This section applies to any California residents about whom we have collected personal information from
any source, including through your use of our Website(s), by buying our products or services, or by
communicating with us electronically, in paper correspondence, or in person (collectively, "you").
For purposes of this section, "personal information" means information that identifies, relates to,
describes, is reasonably capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or
indirectly, with a particular California consumer/resident or household. Personal information does not
include publicly available information or information that has been de-identified.
A. What Information We Collect
We may collect the following categories of personal information about you:
●

●
●
●

●

●
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Identifiers, which may include real name and alias; postal address; unique personal
identifier; online identifiers as detailed below; Internet Protocol ("IP") address; email
address; telephone number; account number, name, and password; driver's license
number, state or other government-issued identification card number; and/or other similar
identifiers;
Commercial information, which may include purchasing and transaction history online and
in stores, or consumer histories or tendencies;
Biometric information, which may include voice recognition information; facial scans;
and/or other similar biometric identifiers;
Information relating to Internet activity or other electronic network activity, which may
include cookie identifiers, clear gifs (a.k.a. web beacons/web bugs), browser type, internet
service provider (ISP), referring/exit pages, operating system, date/time stamp, clickstream
data, device platform, device version, and/or other device characteristics including your
choice of settings such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and Global Positioning System ("GPS");
Geolocation data, which may include Global Positioning System ("GPS") data; locational
information based upon your IP address; cell network data; and/or other similar locational
data; and which may be collected from various devices including your mobile device(s) or
vehicle(s);
Audio, electronic, or visual information, which may include records of calls to or from our
customer service centers; and/or video surveillance information;
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●
●

●

●

Professional or employment-related information such as whether you are an EC-Mobile
colleague;
Inferences about you, such as household income level and demographic information; credit
card types you may have; homeowner / renter status; interest in certain types of
merchandise; coupon interaction data; transaction return history;
Information not listed above and related to characteristics protected under California or
federal law; which may include gender; race and ethnicity; language; religion; country of
origin; marital status; military service / veteran status; and/or date of birth;
Other personal information not listed above and described in California Civil Code §
1798.80(e), which may include signature; physical characteristics or description; and/or
bank account number credit card number, debit card number, and other financial or health
information).

To help you further understand what we do with the above categories of personal information, we have
provided you with a matrix detailing the sources, purposes, and any sharing related to each category.
This matrix may be found below.
B. What We Do With Your Information
We may collect or use personal information from you for the following purposes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Internal analytics
Assessing third party vendors / service providers
Audit, compliance, policy, procedures, or regulation
Billing, payment, and fulfillment
Customer claims and fraud investigation and prevention
Customer communications
Customer relationship management
General business administration
Marketing products and services
Financial reporting and accounting
Website optimization and maintenance
Systems and data security

C. Sources of Collected Information
We may collect personal information from the following categories of sources:
●

●
●

Our customers, and prospective customers, including via purchasing goods and services in
our stores, our Websites, mobile applications, telephone, text message, postal mail, social
media, forums, message boards, chatbots, or other means;
Our parent, subsidiaries and affiliates;
Our service providers, which includes affiliates, marketing / customer relationship
management providers, social media, technology / website hosting providers, analytics
providers, and systems administrators / security and fraud investigations providers.

D. Who We Share Information With
We do not sell personal information or otherwise provide personal information to third parties, other
than service providers receiving information to perform services for us on our behalf.
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As with other companies that conduct digital marketing, we do share a limited set of data that is
gathered when you visit our Websites and other web-based services, such as cookies and pixels, with
third parties in order to allow you to see tailored digital advertisements about our products and services.
We may also share certain information to enhance our ability to communicate with you and provide you
with promotional information. To the extent this activity is interpreted as included in California law's
broad definition of "data sale," we have provided you with opt-out rights as to that activity as further
described in Section G below.
We may share your personal information with the following categories of third parties:
Affiliates
●
●
●

Advertising and marketing companies
Social media companies
Technology companies

We do not knowingly sell the personal information of minors under 16 years of age.
E. Your Privacy Rights
If you are a California resident, subject to applicable law, you have the following rights under California
law with respect to your personal information.
●
●
●

●

Right to Know. You have the right to request what personal information we collect, use,
disclose, and/or sell, as applicable.
Right to Delete. You have the right to request the deletion of your personal information
that is collected or maintained by us.
Right to Opt-Out of Sales. You have the right to opt-out of the sale of your personal
information by us. You may access our Notice of Right to Opt-Out by sending an email to
contact@ecmobile.llc.
Right to Non-Discrimination. We may not discriminate against you because you have
exercised any of the privacy rights described above. This right may be subject to the offers
described in our Notice of Financial Incentives, which you may access by sending an email
to contact@ecmobile.llc.

You may also authorize someone to exercise the above rights on your behalf. Documentation will need
to be provided that reflects that you have requested an authorized agent to make a request on your
behalf. This may include a Power of Attorney document or other signed document. If we have collected
information on your minor child, you may exercise the above rights on behalf of your minor child.
We must be able to reasonably verify your identity and authority to exercise these rights before fulfilling
a request. There are also various exclusions and exceptions that apply to these rights under applicable
laws. So that we can verify your identity when you make a request, you will need to sign into your
account or provide certain personal information via webform or over the phone.
If you are a California resident and wish to seek to exercise these rights, please reach us in one of the
following ways:
Right to Know / Right to Delete:
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●
●
●

contact@ecmobile.llc
Password-protected web portal: www.ecmobile.llc
860-790-3517

See Section G below for instructions on how to Opt-Out of Sale.
For more information regarding this Privacy Policy, or if you have any questions or concerns, please
contact us.
F. Financial Incentives – RESERVED.
G. Notice of Right to Opt-Out of Sales
If you wish to opt-out of our sharing of the limited data that is gathered when you visit our Websites and
other web-based services for purposes of targeted digital advertising, you may do so in one of the
following ways:
●

Sending the following information to contact@ecmobile.llc
o Full Name (First and Last)
o Street Address
o Apartment, Blgd, floor, etc.. (optional)
o City
o State: California
o Zip Code
o Email address
o Subject line: “Right to Opt-Out of Sales for California Residents Only”
● Contacting us at 860-790-3517
Please note that the effectiveness of your opt-out request may be limited by our ability to associate the
cookies and/or pixels that we may collect from your web session with your identity, browser, device,
and/or browsing session. As a result, your opt-out request will be more effective for future visits to the
Websites if you:
●
●
●
●

Utilize the same device that was used to exercise the opt-out request;
Have not cleared cookies from your web browser; and
Are not using a private or "do not track" mode in your web browser;
Provide the same personal information that you provided previously

We encourage you to re-submit opt-out requests from any other devices that you may be utilizing to visit
our websites or mobile application. If you sign up and are logged in to your EC-Mobile account, we will
be able to more easily associate you with your website or mobile visits and apply a more persistent
opt-out request across devices, browsers, and browsing sessions, subject to the above limitations.
California Shine the Light Law
●
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If you are our customer and a California resident, you may request that we provide you with
certain information about the entities with which we have shared our customers' personal
information for the entities own direct marketing purposes during the preceding calendar
year. To do so, please write to us at contact@ecmobile.llc.
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Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about this statement, or about the way your information is
collected and used, please contact us or call us at 860-790-3517. If you have any questions about the
content of this Privacy Policy, please contact the EC-Mobile at the following address:
EC-Mobile LLC
542 Hopmeadow Street, Suite #234
Simsbury, CT 06070
Telephone: 860-790-3517
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X
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Audio,
Electronic,
Visual

Professional or
Employment

X

Inferences

Demographics
/Protected
Classifications

Other

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EC Mobile LLC
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EC Mobile LLC

Categories of Sources
Identifiers

Commercial

Internet

Professional or
Employment

Inferences

Demographics
/Protected
Classifications

Other

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Inferences

Demographics
/Protected
Classifications

Other

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Geolocation

Activity
Customers

X

X

X

Affiliates
Service Providers

X

X

X

Audio,
Electronic,
Visual

X

X

Nonaffiliated
Companies

Categories of Service Providers
Identifiers

Commercial

Internet

Geolocation

Audio,
Electronic,
Visual

X

Activity
Affiliates

X

X

X

Marketing

X

X

X

Social Media

X

X

Technology

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Analytics
Security/Fraud
Investigations
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X

X

X

Professional or
Employment

X

X

X

X

EC Mobile LLC
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